As a dual US-EU citizen who grew up in America but underwent foundation and core medical training in London, I learnt to prescribe paracetamol instead of acetaminophen and was brilliant at directing patients to the lift instead of the elevator (or, as I called it my first few weeks in the UK, the "elevator-lift").
What I was not prepared for, however, was that, on returning to the US for a clinical fellowship, I would find myself totally bewildered by my colleagues and they by me. Something as straightforward as a "self discharge" would elicit befuddlement and blushes. I was equally shocked to hear one day that my patient had eloped. "Congratulations," I thought. Medical students were convinced I was foreign despite my having grown up less than 25 miles from the hospital.
So as there is an unmet need for my fellow North American physicians to learn how to pronounce "clerking" (rhymes with marking), I have created a basic Anglo-American medical lexicon.
Below is a sample of that work, highlighting the most confusing terminology. Though it is by no means complete, if it proves successful we could consider a full gamut of highly needed medical lexicons: Australian-English, Kiwi-Canadian, or even Texan-Scottish.
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